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Click on the network map to enlarge. Click its number to view a station name, and then click the station name. Information about the station will be displayed. Zoom in/out Click on the station number to see station details. Download (PDF) Here is the information about the railroad network around Osaka. Please click on the train name under the railway map below where you will
receive information about each line's main stations, time and fee required. An overview of all railways running through Osaka, including Osaka Metro.DOWNLOAD THE PDFMidosuji Line(380yen)Tanimachi Line(380yen)Yotsubashi Line(280yen)Chuo Line(330yen)Sennichimae Line(280yen)Sakaisuji Line(280yen)Nagahoritsurumi Ryokuchi Line(330yen)Nanko Port Town Line
(New Tram)(280yen)Connecting Northern Osaka with Kobe and Kyoto. Kobe Line (320yen)Takarazuka Line (280yen)Minoh Line (160yen)Kyoto Line (400yen)Senri Line (230yen)Connecting Osaka with Kobe. Hanshin Main Line (320yen)Connecting Osaka with Kyoto. Keihan Main Line (480yen)Kintetsu Nara Line(570yen)Kintetsu Osaka Abenobashi Line(640yen)Nankai Railways
Airport Line(1,440yen)Nankai koya Line(1,390yen)Senboku Rapid Line(330yen)Hankai Line(210yen)Uemachi Line(210yen)Osaka Monorail(500yen)Kita Osaka Kyuko Line(140yen)Osaka Loop Line(200yen)Yumesaki Line(160yen)Hanwa Line(870yen) Kansai Airport Line(460yen)Kyoto Line(570yen)Gakkentoshi Line(770yen)Kobe Line (940yen)Kobe Line(1,520yen)Fukuchiyama
Line(860yen)Kansai Line(1,170yen)Takarazuka Line(990yen)Yamatoji Line( 990yen)Connecting Sannomiya with Kobe Airport Port Liner(340yen) * Mandatory times are for reference only. * Connections differ depending on the time of day. * Ticket prices are valid per 04/2017. Ticket prices are subject to change. Osaka Monorail Hankyu Takarazuka Line 3 min. Express: 14 min.
¥200 ¥220 Required Time:Ca. 21 min. Ticket price: ¥420 * Fares are valid per 04/2017. Ticket prices are subject to change. To namba route sample Osaka Monorail Walk Kita-Osaka Kyuko Line Subway Midosuji Line 12 min. 4 min. 9 min. 19 min. ¥330 ¥420 Direct Required Time:Ca. 49 min. Ticket price: ¥750 * Ticket prices valid from 04/2017. Ticket prices are subject to change.
To usj Universal City Route sample Osaka Monorail Hankyu Takarazuka Line Walk JR Osaka Loop Line (Inside) 3 min. Express:14 min. 5 min. 6 min. ¥200 ¥220 ¥180 JR Yumesaki Line 5 min. Required Time:Ca. 55 min. Ticket price: ¥600 * Ticket prices are valid per 04/2017. Ticket prices are subject to change. To kyoto route sample Osaka Monorail Kita-Osaka Kyuko Line
Subway Midosuji Line JR Kyoto Line 12 min. 9 min. 4 min. New rapids train: 24 min. ¥330 ¥320 ¥560 Direct time required:Ca. 1hour 10 min.. Ticket price: ¥1,210 * Ticket prices valid from 04/2017. Ticket prices are subject to change. To Kobe(Sannomiya) Route sample Osaka Monorail Hankyu Takarazuka Line Hankyu Kobe 3 min. Express: 10 min. Limited Express: 25 min. ¥200
¥370 Required Time:Ca. 55 min. Fare: ¥570 * Ticket prices are is from 04/2017. Ticket prices are subject to change. Osaka Station is located in the center of a major transport hub in the city of Osaka, and is located in the massive Osaka Station City commercial complex. Within this complex there are shops, restaurants, entertainment facilities, a hotel, and even a small roof yard.
The north entrance to Osaka Station Station itself, however, occupies a distinctly content area on the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd floor of this complex, and is actually not that difficult to navigate. In this article we will introduce you to the general layout of the station, and show you where to find each train line. The southern entrance to Osaka Station General Orientation Osaka Station City
consists of two commercial buildings standing at opposite ends of Osaka Station. These are the North Gate Building and the South Gate Building. The station itself with all its ticket gates, platforms and train lines is between these two buildings. There are two main halls running the length of the station on the 1st floor of the building: the Central Concourse and the Midosuji
Concourse. Central Concourse during rush hour Central Hall runs between The North Gate and South Gate Buildings. From this hall you can access the platforms and train lines via central gate. You can also access the Central Ticket Office here, which is where you can buy or download any JR Rail Pass. Central Gate Popular hotels near Osaka Station Hotel Granvia
OsakaCheck Prices Hilton Osaka HotelCheck Prices Hearton Nishi UmedaCheck Prices New Hankyu OsakaCheck Prices Midosuji Hall runs along the east side of the station and you can access the platforms and train lines here via Midosuji Gate. The Midosuji Concourse inside the ticket gates Midosuji ticket gates There are two more ticket gates on the south side of the station.
These are the South Gate on the southeast side of the building and the Sakurabashi Gate on the south-west side. There is also an Eki Marche Osaka ticket gate that provides instant access to station platforms from the Eki Marche shopping and restaurant complex on the west side of the station building. There are ticket machines next to all these gates. The South Gate The
Sakurabashi Gate Automatic Ticket Machines have English guidance On the third floor of the station building there is another station hall on the North South Bridge connecting the North Gate and South Gate buildings. Here you can also buy tickets and access the platforms and train lines via Bridge Gate. The bridge gate on the 3rd floor The train tracks and platforms are located
on the 2nd floor of the station building between the 1st floor and the 3rd floor halls. View of the tracks from the 3rd Floor Bridge Concourse Access to JR Train Lines There are 11 platforms in Osaka Station. Here they are listed in ascending order from platform 1 on the station's south side to Platform 11 on the north side. The most important routes they serve and their main
destinations will be listed with each platform. Please click on the links to learn more about each line. Departure information is displayed inside ticket gates Platforms 1 and 2: These are two of the busiest platforms in Osaka Station with boarding for osaka loop line, sakurajima line for Universal Studios, Yamatoji Rapid Service for Nara, Kishuji Rapid Service for Wakayama and
Kansai Airport Rapid Service. Trains bound for Nishikujo, Shin-Imamiya and Tennoji on the Osaka Loop Line depart from platform 1. trains heading towards Kyobashi, and Tsuruhashi on the Osaka Loop Line depart from platform 2. Platforms 3 and 4: Boarding for takarazuka line for Takarazuka, Sasayama and Fukuchiyama, and boarding for Rapid and Special Rapid services on
kobe line for Sannomiya &amp; Himeji. Boarding for the following Limited Express services: Kounotori for Fukuchiyama and Kinosaki Onsen, Super Hakuto for Tottori &amp; Kurayoshi and Hamakaze for Kinosaki Onsen, Kasumi, Hamasaka and Tottori. Platforms 5 and 6: Boarding for the Kobe line and boarding for the Takarazuka line. Platforms 7 and 8: Boarding for the Kyoto
line for Shin-Osaka, Takatsuki and Kyoto. Platforms are clearly signposted Platform 9 and 10: Boarding for Rapid and Special Rapid services on the Kyoto line. The Biwako Express a Limited Express service for Kusatsu and Maibara also departs from platform 10. Platform 11: Boarding for Limited Express Thunderbird for Fukui, Kanazawa and Wakura Onsen. Boarding for Limited
Express Hida for Gifu, Gero and Takayama. Also boarding for Sunrise Express sleeper train for Tokyo. The view of the tracks and platforms from the 5th floor of the North Gate Building Transfers from Osaka Station to Osaka-Umeda Station Umeda area has an additional six stations within a short walking distance of Osaka Station. Many of these can be accessed via the same
network of underground walkways, and they are quite well signposted. However, they will be much easier to find if you know where they are in relation to Osaka Station. Signs on osaka station platforms actually tell you which port is closer to each transfer station. When you get to your platform it may be busy and you will probably feel rushed by the crowds, but if you take your
time and locate the port that is closest to your transfer station then it will probably save you some time. Upon arrival at Osaka Station you can access the elevated walkway to Hankyu Osaka-Umeda Station via the 3rd floor Bridge Exit Just look for the signs for Hankyu Hankyu Osaka-Umeda Station is an above ground station located northeast of Osaka Station and can be
reached by an elevated walkway from the 2nd floor of Osaka Station City or by simply crossing the street at ground level. A sign for Hanshin Osaka-Umeda Station Hanshin Osaka-Umeda Station is a metro station located directly south of Osaka Station. To find the go from the south south osaka station's central concourse and walk down the stairs directly ahead. A sign for the
Midosuji line at Umeda metro station Osaka Municipal Subways Osaka-Umeda Station for midosuji subway line is located under the east side of Osaka Station. This can be reached at the northern and southern ends of Osaka Station's Midosuji Concourse where you can find steps leading down to the underground system. A sign for the Tanimachi metro line at the Higashi-Umeda
metro station Osaka Municipal Metro's Higashi-Umeda Station for the Tanimachi metro line is located southeast of Osaka Station in the Whity underground shopping center. Steps leading down to this station can be found near Osaka Station's South Gate. A sign for the Yotsubashi line at Nishi-Umeda metro station Osaka Municipal Subways Nishi-Umeda Station for Yotsubashi
Subway Line is located southwest of Osaka Station in the same network of underground tunnels as Hanshin Osaka-Umeda Station and the other metro stations. The easiest way to find it is by walking out at Osaka Station's Sakurabashi Gate. There are steps there that lead down to the subway and the road is well signposted. A sign for JR Tozai Line at Kitashinchi Station
Kitashinchi Station for JR Tozai Line is located directly south of Osaka Station in the same network of tunnels as Hanshin Osaka-Umeda Station and the other metro stations. From the south exit of Osaka Station go down the ladder straight ahead and follow the signs for jr tozai line. This station is furthest from Osaka Station and it will take about ten minutes to walk there. Article
and original photos by Michael Lambe. All rights reserved. Reserved.
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